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After cremation, there is still 
one more vital consideration...

How do we dignify the life of  a loved one or one’s self
and still preserve the reasons we chose cremation?

It’s simple…by placing the ashes in one of  Rolling Oaks’ 
affordable specialty cremation gardens.

Cremation Gardens are a place for family and 
friends to join together and bid farewell. 

They establish a place of  heritage and sanctity for 
the deceased to be remembered by friends, family and 

future generations.



The Rose Garden
Rose Garden spaces. Live rose bushes and a personalized granite 

marker compliment your choice of  single or double spaces. 
A loving tribute with interment service included. 

Only $900 each space.

Columbarium Niche
A winding path leads to our Columbarium Niches. Scenic 

landscaped grounds surround the columbarium with benches for 
visitation. Interment service and engraving are included making 

Rolling Oaks Columbarium Tulsa’s best value. 
Each granite niche from $1,000.



The Ash Garden
A grove of  mature oak trees shade our Ash Garden burial spaces. 
Quiet and serene, this garden has paved access. Value priced, each 

space includes interment service, engraved granite marker and 
perpetual care. Each space $750. 

Family Circle Estate
“Heritage in harmony with nature” perfectly describes our 

Family Circle design creating space for multiple ash interments. 
Natural stones are monuments. This landscaped cremation garden 

estate is suited for any size family. Including interment services, 
The Estate $4,200.



Founded in the 1920’s, Rolling Oaks Memorial Gardens’ uniquely contoured 
cemetery has become a scenic landmark in south Tulsa.

The simplicity and dignity of  cremation, environmental concerns, and the 
flexibility it affords in ceremony planning and final disposition have all 

added to its increasing popularity. With that comes the need to honor and 
memorialize the lives of  those of  us who have chosen cremation.

Our Cremation Gardens are traditional in the sense of  reverence that comes 
from a place of  rest and comfort yet innovative in the blending of  natural 

elements in uniquely designed gardens for cremation memorials. 

 Dedicated to uniting old and new standards we surpass existing boundaries in 
cremation services, family gatherings and ash dispositions. Our family assists 
you through the loss of  a loved one or preplanning for you and your family.

4300 East 91st Street
Tulsa, OK 74137

918-299-5705
RollingOaksMemorialGardens.com
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